The aim of Dutch painters was to capture on a
surface a great range of knowledge and
information about the world. They too employed
words with their images. Like the mappers, they
made additive works that could not be taken in
from a single viewing point. Theirs was not a
window on the Italian model of art but rather,
like a map, a surface on which is laid out an
assemblage of the world. - Svetlana Alpers, The
Art of Describing. Dutch Art of the Seventeenth
Century (Chicago and London: University of
Chicago Press, 1983), Introduction, xxv.

Jan Vermeer. Girl with a Pearl Earing. c. 1665 - 66.

Judy Chicago. The Dinner Party. 1975 - 79.

The Dinner Party revises the history of Western
culture by naming and symbolizing in visual
form 1,038 women from various historical
periods. Nine hundred ninety-nine of them are
named on luminous porcelain floor tiles, and the
thirty-nine honorees at the dinner table itself are
symbolically represented through elaborate
needlepoint runners, in large part worked in
techniques drawn from the period in which each
woman lived, and ceramic plates with
centralized motifs and vulvar imagery.
Chicago’s integration of media associated with
women’s labor in the domestic sphere
(needlework, ceramics, and china painting) into
this monumental artwork produces an explosive
collision between aesthetics (the public domain
of the high art museum) and domestic kitsch
(the private domain of women’s space, the
home). - Jones, Amelia. “The Sexual Politics of
the Dinner Party.” Reclaiming Female Agency.
Ed. Norma Broude and Mary Garrard. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2005.

During her entire life Frida struggled to prevent
chronic feelings of fragmentation (Grimberg, 49)
by resorting to “cohesive functions,” various
personal strategies to feel more cohesive. For
example, she concretized her experience of
medical interventions by painting retablos, small
altar paintings that were a customary Mexican
way to depict accidents, illness or death. As
Frida interprets it, “a Retablo is a closing of a
critical event and [a] continuing with
life” (Drucker, 68). These Retablos externalized
her internal suffering and the tangible focus
made her feel more cohesive. - DiGiovanni,
Joan Fimbel. The Art and Suffering of Frida
Kahlo. Australia: St. Hilda’s College, The
University of Melboourne.
Frida Kahlo. Henry Ford Hospital. 1932.

It is not by chance that the scene takes place in
a bedroom instead of a sitting room, for the
matrimonial bed was so sacred that a married
couple in bed could be shown and visited by the
Trinity . . .. The crystal beads and the ‘spotless
mirror’ . . . are well-known symbols of Marian
purity. The fruit on the window sill recalls . . .
the state of innocence before the Fall of Man.
The little statue of St. Margaret, surmounting
the back of the chair near the bed, invokes the
patron saint of childbirth. The dog, as seen on
so many tombs of ladies, was an accepted
emblem of marital faith. - Erwin Panofsky, Early
Netherlandish Painting. Its Origin and Character
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1953), 1:142-3.

Jan Van Eyck. The Arnolfini Marriage. 1434.

Jasper Johns. Flag. 1954 - 55.

Van Gogh. Wheat Field with Crows. 1890.

The question that has always hovered over
Johns's flag paintings seems likely to remain
the same. Why, when there are so many things
in the world to paint, would someone want to
paint something as unrelievedly banal and dull
as a flag? Various answers have been
suggested, of which patriotism is certainly the
least plausible. Johns's decision to paint flags
was original, but it was also full of nostalgia for
the working conditions of artists in the past.
Picasso used to complain that it was the curse
of the modern artist to have to invent everything
- himself, and his subject matter - from scratch.
By painting a flag, something "the mind already
knows", Johns was taking a great leap
backwards in time. Precisely because his
subject was a given, precisely because it was
as commonplace as, say, The Annunciation or
The Madonna with Child had once been, it
relieved the artist of the burdensome and
tedious task of devising a theme for himself. G r a h a m - D i x o n , A n d r e w. “ F l a g s o f
Convenience.” The Independent. July 1996.

The artist wrote . . . of painting two ‘big
canvases’ in this vein, and it is generally agreed
that [Wheat Field under Clouded Sky (Van
Gogh Museum, Amsterdam) is one of them
and] the famed Crows over Wheat Fields is the
other. Often romanticized as Van Gogh’s last
painting (which it almost certainly was not),
Crows has been read as a virtual suicide note –
its blackening sky and flock of dark birds taken
for portents of his imminent death. Though Van
Gogh would, in fact, shoot himself in a wheat
field at the end of July, he probably had no plan
to do so when he painted Crows, a vibrantly
hued and lushly textured picture. Indeed, the
artist felt that, despite their sad and lonely tenor,
his vistas of wheat under heavy skies were
visually expressive of something he had trouble
describing verbally: a sense of ‘the health and
fortifying forces I see in the country.’ - Judy
Sund, Van Gogh. Art & Ideas Series (New York:
Phaidon Press, 2002), 295-7.

[Cézanne] has abandoned altogether the
sweep of a broad brush, and builds up his
masses by a succession of hatched strokes
with a small brush. These strokes are strictly
parallel, almost entirely rectilinear, and slant
from right to left as they descend. And this
direction of the brush strokes is carried through
without regard to the contours of the objects. R o g e r F r y, C é z a n n e . A S t u d y o f H i s
Development (orig. publ. 1927; rpt. New York:
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1968).

Cezanne. Basket of Apples. 1895.

Titian’s Rape of Lucrezia was “painted for King
Phillip II of Spain, who might well identify with
royal prerogatives of the kind exercised by
Tarquin. Titian’s Tarquin is formally as well as
iconographically dominant, using his royal
position to take what is not his. This is
emphasized by the wealth of his costume, rich
reds and a vest elaborately embroidered with
gold threads, which are made for royalty.
Lucrezia, on the other hand, is not royal, and
thus in the social order is of lesser rank than
her attacker. In addition, Tarquin’s position of
power is reinforced not only by his evident
wealth, but also by the fact that he is clothed
and she is nude and that he is armed with
weapons - the raised dagger and sword. Adams, Laurie Schneider. The Methodologies
of Art: An Introduction. Second ed. Philadelphia:
Westview Press, 2010.
Titian. Rape of Lucretia. 1488 - 90.

Considers the economic factors affecting the production and viewing of a work and its iconography.
Considers the unconscious mind and how things such as life experiences, relationships, and traumas may
influence the choices of the artist and understanding of the viewer.
Considers the influence of historical setting and time on the work and its meaning.
Interest in social and economic factors, particularly the way in which such factors relate to women.
Insists that the authors/ artists confer meaning on their works. Considers the artist’s life and its influence on
the artist’s choices.
Refers to the meaning of content and subject matter, as such, it is more often used in reading figurative than
nonfigurative works. The practice of identifying motifs and images in a representational work of art.
Considers images from the point of view of line, shape, color, and arrangement (or composition). An artwork
is understood using its formal qualities (i.e. composition, material, shape, line, color) rather than its
representation of a person, story, nature, or idea.
Demonstration of cultural, literary, or artistic patterns (or structures). sign = signifier (the form that the sign
takes, i.e. t-r-e-e) + signified (the concept the sign represents). The study of signs and how/ why a sign
means what it means.

